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About This Game

Axis Football Overview

Axis Football is a high-quality, 3D American Football Game. Choose from 32 team and play in either season mode or quick
match against AI or local multiplayer. A great alternative to Madden, Axis Football features excellent controls and a unique

aimed passing system that gives unprecedented accuracy and control of where the ball is thrown. Unlike the few other football
games, Axis Football was specifically designed for play on a computer and takes full advantage of the mouse/keyboard controls

as well as controllers.

Teams and Rosters

All 32 cities from the NFL are represented in Axis Football. Each team features its own ranking in passing, running, pass
defense, run defense, and special teams. Additionally, each player in the game comes complete with their own stats for all of the
various football metrics (speed, tackling, blocking, etc.). The names, numbers, and races of all players are stored in external files

allowing for complete customization/modification of rosters. Complete mod support will be added soon!

Axis Football 2015 Features and Updates

Season Mode with different schedules each year and season-long stats!

Coach Mode Call the plays and watch the action! Available in both quick match and season mode!
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Controller Support. You can now use your XBox 360 controller to play!

2-Player, Local Multiplayer. Using two controllers

Player Mod Support You have control over the name, number, and race of each player in the game

Uniform Mod Support Have complete control over each team's home and away uniforms

Steam Achievements.

Steam Trading Cards.

I know Axis Football doesn't have everything that you want it to have - yet! It's going to take some time to get all of the features
that you have come to expect. I'm asking for your support in helping build a football game franchise that gives players options.

I'm in this for the long-haul. If you decide not to purchase the game, I ask that you at least mention it to a friend!
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Pretty good engine to have. It's not the best but its good. I was hoping it would come with Amfleet Horizon Coaches and Cafe
cars but it come with superliners that aren't really "complete". Can't look back in the cab (meaning can't look Hammer Head),
barely any rotation to do in the cab, and horn and bell is a bit too loud inside the cab, I wish they added the Phase IV scheme
(Then it be worth buying at full price but you know DTG, probably going to make it a marketplace re-paint), and this engine
doesn't fit well on the Miami-West Palm route. It really should be on the Pacific Surfliner or on the Racetrack. Over all the
engine is worth getting but not at full price.. I picked up Vampire of the Sands while it was a part of the Black Shell Media
roguelike bundle and finally got around to giving it a try. Unfortunately, it's one of the games in my library that I wish I never
played. Even more unfortunate is that I want to like this game, but some frustrating design choices and bugs made the learning
process not fun.

Pros:
+Art style is unique and engaging
+Skill-based combat with varied weapon styles and a dodge mechanic
+Several visually unique zones, and dozens of enemies
+Rune system is interesting and serves as a form of overall account progression usually not seen in traditional roguelikes
+Relatively short game lengths coupled with the boosts you get from runes mean that deaths don't set you back too much in
terms of time spent playing, and the permadeath mechanic seems fair (or it would if the other game mechanics worked, but
more on that below)

Cons:
-The hunger clock (or Soul clock if you're so inclined) is poorly implemented. It's a pretty standard and straightfoward clock:
your Soul bar will deplete gradually as you play the game, and defeating enemies gives you a small number of souls. There are
also soul "container" items similar to those in Dark Souls that provide you with a chunk of Souls immediately, and defeating
branch bosses will always reward you with Souls. With the wealth of other difficulty mechanics at play (as well as the fact that
VotS is a real-time game as opposed to a turn-based one where this particular type of clock tends to work better) I find it a little
baffling that the devs decided to include a hunger clock at all. There are a lot of other directions the devs could have gone in
when designing it, but unfortunately they played it safe and went with a relatively genre-standard variation that ends up not
jiving well with the real-time pacing.

-The combat is clunky. To name a few gripes I have with it: weapon hitboxes can be very hit-or-miss with multiple enemies on
screen, some weapon effects fail to trigger at all in combat (such as the Mace's knockback effect), and the dodge\/tumble is just
as likely to get you killed in combat as it is to save your life. The controls in general feel kind of clunky, especially movement.

-Difficulty. I'm no stranger to the roguelike genre (5 DCSS ascensions, 2 ADoM ascensions, thousands of combined hours in
Brogue, ToME, IVAN, FTL, etc.) and games with steep learning curves can be some of the most rewarding to learn how to play.
I don't really get that feeling with VotS though, mostly because it's hard to tell when you're playing well. This is a blanket
problem with a lot of 1HP roguelikes due to the difficulty that comes along with balancing them, and when I was attempting to
learn VotS I found myself being killed so often with so little explanation that it was hard to gauge if I was making any real
progress. There were several times that I was killed by a mid-flight projectile the instant I loaded into a new branch, or a unique
enemy would pop up onscreen and I would die a second later.

-Bugs with combat. Enemies would very frequently shoot off projectiles after they had disappeared from the screen, weapon
hitboxes would phase through enemies seemingly randomly, weapons would occasionally only hit objects underneath enemies
(monster spawns, traps, decorations, etc.) and deal no damage to the creature on top...the list goes on.

To summarize my above points, Vampire of the Sands is a conceptually interesting game that unfortunately is marred by a host
of design and technical issues. If, despite all of this, you still want to give VotS a shot, I would highly recommend waiting until it
drops under $1 again, because it just isn't worth $5 in its current state.

*NOTE: Review was edited for grammar and to expand on some of the listed cons. Mildly interesting take on a sliding puzzle
game: instead of the end-configuration being a picture, you have to deduce the structure of the final solution in the form of a
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solved Pipe Mania level. Difficulty curve is reasonable throughout and the included 100 levels can be solved in an hour, which
makes it a pretty good deal if you want something to play while other games download.. Beautiful visuals and music. Charming
writing. Compelling zen gameplay. I felt relaxed but driven while trying to make constellations and certain star patterns. Anyone
who likes sim games or visual novels should give this a try! You've gotta get this if you've ever wanted to feel like a court mage
or an alchemist.. Games like this... Games like this... I ♥♥♥♥ing loves games like this. If anyone remembers Super Hexagon, if
you liked that, you will absolutely love this.

The music is great, it's fun to play to the beat of an electronic song such as the one in Normal Difficulty.

Just watch the trailer video for the game and you will probably learn all the rules of the game just from that. The only thing left
out is that you use arrow keys to control where you point, but I was able to figure that out from the video itself as most gamers
are used to either arrow keys or WASD, so at most it should take people 2 to 3 tries to figure out how to play, maybe add one or
two if they have never touched a computer before.

If you think you're going to beat this game no problem, leave. Just leave. It's a challenge. I laugh at myself when the game tricks
me not with just the blue arrows that switch sides when they reach the half way point, but also the speed of the normal arrows
being changed so that you miscalculate the order in which they get to you. You will be tricked over and over and over by this
game.

Games like this is where there isn't too too much to say about the game. You face the arrow when it hits you and if you get
blindsighted, game over, try to last for 60 seconds. This is one of those games where you can't say much about it, other than it's
good. It just is.. It was shorter than I thought it would be, so I'm glad I got it on sale. It's a nice little city management game. The
constant demands for tribute from Hera and Mard were really annoying though because they just kept on happening every
minute later on in the game. I love mythology, so I was a little annoyed at the use of Hera instead of Juno and calling her the
goddess of darkness. Not to mention the stuff with Saturn. Overall, I liked it, but get it on sale.. Fun game\/simulator. My
computer could't handle it thou, so I had to refund it. That is my own fault not to invest in a moderen computer :-)
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I love this game, at the time of writing i have 777 hours in this game, i guess It's my lucky hour! I would recommend this game
to anyone who like an even mic of action and strategy.. You thought it is Tetris, what could possibly go wrong?

A lot! Unfortunately the controls are not direct enough and actually do not give you back the feeling of the original Gameboy
Tetris. Controls are troublesome. This needs to be fixed.

And then there is no options menu. Game is in the center of your playground and you can not manually recenter it yourself. This
is a no go for a controller game, since I play controller games in front of my PC and not like a normal room-scale game in the
center of my room.

Overall and since those two issues are a game breaker for me, I can not recommend this Tetris emulation for VR.

NO RECOMMENDED until problems are fixed.

 Twitch Channel : https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/mrorange55
Youtube Channel : https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UC1UE5TPoF0HX0HVpF_E4uPQ\/videos?view_as=subscriber . Not
worth the money. Neither Viking nor Metal.. It's a one time day game i recomand it. Lovely music, would play again.. Picked up
in the Steam summer sale for £0.15p! Wasn't really expecting too much in all honesty.

Loved the characters, really enjoyed the multiple endings and the possibility of slaughter if you decided to upset the wrong
people!

Would have liked it even more if you could have kept the lizard as a permenant party fixture!

Few bugs and bit of crashing but only encountered one major issue and it was resolved almost immediately!

Very good game for the price.. very fun,must try...this game remind me of speed punks from ps one XD. One month worth of
3x Exp and Fatigue pot, and its only for 1$
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